Heart of Iron
by Ashley Poston
Ana, an orphan found drifting through space, joins with an Ironblood boy to find the coordinates of a lost space ship which may hold clues to her identity, as they end up discovering dark secrets.

The Language of Thorns
by Leigh Bardugo
A collection of folklore-inspired stories that includes tales of dark bargains, talking beasts and lovelorn quests, in a volume complemented by illustrations.

Flame in the Mist
by Renée Ahdieh
The daughter of a prominent samurai, Mariko is targeted by bandits who wish to stop her arranged marriage, a situation that compels her to infiltrate the gang of bandits disguised as a boy.

The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein
by Kiersten White
A reimagining of Frankenstein told from the point of view of Elizabeth, Victor Frankenstein's adopted sister, who is challenged to manage her brother's dangerous temper.

A Blade so Black
by L.L. McKinney
By day, Alice juggles a slipping GPA and an overprotective mom, but by night she heads to the dark realm known as Wonderland to battle monstrous creatures.

Pride
by Ibi Aanu Zoboi
A modern retelling of Pride and Prejudice traces the experiences of a proud Brooklyn woman from a large, underprivileged family of sisters who clashes with a wealthy, arrogant newcomer.

Forest of a Thousand Lanterns
by Julie C. Dao
A reimagining of the Evil Queen legend, set in a mystical Far East, follows a peasant girl's quest to become Empress by unleashing a terrible dark force.
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